The speech envelope is essential for speech understanding and can be reconstructed from the 3 electroencephalogram (EEG) recorded while listening to running speech. This so-called neural 4 envelope tracking has been shown to relate to speech understanding in normal hearing listeners, 5 but has barely been investigated in persons wearing cochlear implants (CI). We investigated the 6 relation between speech understanding and neural envelope tracking in CI users. 7 EEG was recorded in 8 CI users while they listened to a story. Speech understanding was varied 8 by changing the intensity of the presented speech. The speech envelope was reconstructed from 9 the EEG using a linear decoder and then correlated with the envelope of the speech stimulus as 10 a measure of neural envelope tracking which was compared to actual speech understanding. 11 This study showed that neural envelope tracking increased with increasing speech 12 understanding in every participant. Furthermore behaviorally measured speech understanding 13 was correlated with participant specific neural envelope tracking results indicating the potential 14 of neural envelope tracking as an objective measure of speech understanding in CI users. This 15 could enable objective and automatic fitting of CIs and pave the way towards closed-loop CIs that 16 adjust continuously and automatically to individual CI users. 17 18 2 Speech is characterized by fast and slow modulations. The slow modulations are also called the envelope 19 of speech, reflecting the different syllable, word and sentence boundaries known to be essential for 20 speech understanding (Shannon et al., 1995). Previous studies have shown that the brain tracks the speech 21 envelope and that it is possible to reconstruct the envelope from brain responses in normal hearing listeners 22 using electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (Aiken and Picton, 2008; Luo and 23 Poeppel, 2007; Ding and Simon, 2011; Ding et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2017). The correlation between 24 this reconstructed envelope and the real speech envelope reflects a measure of neural envelope tracking.
INTRODUCTION
In addition, to tackle the problem of CI stimulation artifacts when using EEG, we applied a new artifact 87 removal method proposed and validated by Somers et al. (2018b) . In brief, this method obtains EEG free 88 of stimulation artifacts by periodically interrupting the electrical stimulation by leaving out small groups of 89 stimulation pulses as shown in figure 2 and further referred to as a stimulus with 'dropped pulses'. Within 90 these interruptions artifact-free EEG can be sampled. The stimulus interruptions were 4 ms long at a rate of 91 5 40 Hz. This is short enough to preserve speech understanding and long enough to remove the artifact. Only 92 the EEG within the stimulation gaps, i.e., artifact free EEG, is further analyzed. presented at baseline settings and used to train the decoder on. The short parts were presented at stimulation 123 level shifts from a fixed list in random order, containing 0cu, -5cu -10cu, -15cu, -20cu, -30cu, -40cu, to 124 vary speech understanding as shown in the experiment overview in figure 3 . Every stimulation level shift 125 was applied twice, on a different part of the story, to analyze test-retest reliability.
126 Figure 3 . Overview of an example test session starting with the behavioral part where we measured speech understanding in a standardized way with the LIST sentences. In the second part, the EEG part, 2 stories were presented containing 3 blocks of 8 minutes without shift to train the decoder on and 10 blocks of 2.4 until 250 ms post-stimulus, the decoder matrix g was a 64 (EEG channels) x 11 (time delays) matrix. The decoder was created using a combination of the long segments (3 x 8 min), not including the short 2.4 166 minute trials.
167
To investigate neural envelope tracking we did two different analyses. First, to check whether we managed 168 to eliminate the artifact from the EEG data, we did a leave-one-out cross-validation on the 24 minutes 169 of speech at baseline settings for every sample inside the inserted stimulation gap. We hypothesized that 170 correlations calculated for samples that contain artifacts will be higher as the artifact resembles the signal 171 of interest. When using samples further in the gap, where the artifact has died out, correlations will be 172 smaller, similar to correlations of previous studies with acoustic listeners, only containing the possible 173 neural response. This leave-one-out cross-validation was done by splitting the data in equal parts of 2 174 minutes. The first part (2 minutes) was selected as the testing data, while the rest was concatenated to 175 create one decoder used to reconstruct the envelope for the testing part. Next, the second part was selected 176 as the testing data and another decoder was trained on the remaining parts et cetera. After checking if the 177 samples were artifact-free, we concatenated the 24 minutes of EEG data at baseline settings to create one 178 decoder per participant to apply on the 10 short segments with different stimulation level shifts, resulting 179 in 10 outcome correlation measures per participant, i.e., 1 per trial. 192 To calculate the correlation between envelope reconstruction and the speech reception threshold (SRT) 193 we used a Pearson's correlation. reported that the speech with dropped pulses sounded more robotic, but speech understanding was not 198 affected. We checked this by comparing the recall scores for LIST sentences with and without dropped 199 pulses at baseline settings and found no significant difference between the two (p=0.7352, CI(95%) = [-200 13.00%; 6.00%], n=7, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). In the following analysis S8 is included to investigate the 201 artifacts, but excluded to investigate the possible link of neural envelope tracking with speech understanding 202 as she participated in the pilot study and only listened to the stories at baseline settings. To investigate the effect of shifting stimulation levels on speech understanding we presented LIST 204 sentences at different stimulation levels and asked the participants to recall the sentences. Figure 4 shows 205 that speech understanding decreases when stimulation levels decrease for the LIST sentences (fixed 206 effect stimulation level shift, df = 23, t= 8.74, p<0.0001, LME). During the EEG a story was presented 207 and we asked the participants to rate their speech understanding. Similar to the LIST sentences, speech 208 understanding for the story also decreased with decreasing stimulation levels (fixed effect stimulation 209 level shift, df = 28, t= 5.11, p<0.0001, LME). The variation between participants was larger for the story 210 (self-rated) than for the LIST sentences (recall) as shown in figure 4. To investigate the presence of CI stimulation artifacts, we did two types of analysis. First we investigated 214 the magnitude of the correlation between the real and the reconstructed envelope for each sample inside 215 the stimulation gap. We hypothesized that correlations calculated for samples that contain artifacts will be 216 especially high as the artifact resembles the signal of interest. When using samples where the artifact has 217 died out, correlations will be smaller, similar to correlations of previous studies with acoustic listeners, 218 only containing the possible neural response. shown on the graph as a dotted red line, but are not included to calculate the mean value of the group.
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Next we calculated the correlation between the real and reconstructed envelope in the sub-T condition. In 245 Figure 6 shows that the more the stimulation levels (lower x-axis) decrease, the more the correlation 246 between the real and the reconstructed envelope, i.e., neural envelope tracking, also decreases (fixed 247 effect stimulation level shift, df = 28, t= 4.60, p=0.0001, LME). In addition, the results of the sub-T we correlated the SRT of every participant with the neural envelope tracking score on the 24 minutes of 260 speech at baseline settings, represented as circles on the right hand side in figure 5 . The more negative the 261 SRT, the better the participant understands speech, the higher neural envelope tracking at baseline settings 262 (Pearson correlation = -0.76, p=0.048, figure 7B ).
263

DISCUSSION
In this study we investigated if neural envelope tracking is related to speech understanding in CI users 264 similar to normal hearing listeners. To that end, we recorded the EEG of 8 CI users listening to a story 265 at varying levels of speech understanding by shifting the stimulation levels. An envelope reconstruction 266 analysis was conducted and compared to speech understanding results. We found increasing neural envelope 267 tracking with increasing stimulation levels and corresponding speech understanding which supports the 268 hypothesis that neural envelope tracking is related with speech understanding in CI users. 
CONCLUSION
This study confirms that neural envelope tracking responses can be found in CI users in response to running 328 speech using appropriate CI artifact removal methods. Furthermore, these responses become weaker as the 329 stimulus is presented at less intelligible stimulation levels. Neural envelope tracking can serve as a measure 330 of speech understanding that directly relates to settings of the CI, and thus has application potential in 331 objective and automatic fitting of CIs.
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